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Our Experts will collaborate with you and your team together and 
understand their need and requirement . With a range of available products 
our Experts have a wide range of solutions that can be provided . It becomes 
our responsibility to provide you the right solution with the right product at a 
economical price to achieve :

- OPTIMISED MODERN SOLUTION 
- ACCURATE DESIGN SELECTION 
- COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION 
- HIGHER EFFICIENCY 
- REDUCE WASTAGE
- INCREASE PROFITABILITY 

CONSULT

Our Expert Designers will Understand & Design the right solution considering 
the right product , By using world class softwares like Auto-Cad & Solid Works 
our designers will create 2D / 3D drawings to design the planed solution for 
your need .

DESIGN

FIT-RIGHT  has a unique feature where 
customers  can obtain  PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT programme

By opting the PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Our experts will assist / support you to 
achieve maximum utilisation of space, 
reduce wastage , and increase Customers 
profitability.
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ACCURATE DESIGN

IN 3 EASY STEPS YOU CAN ACHIEVE

EXECUTE

Once the designs are finalised the Raw Material is bought 
and after following a world class manufacturing process 
the material is delivered on site . After the material is 
delivered on site our Expert Team of  Site Engineers along 
With Highly Experienced Installers Install the System as 
per the given layout and design . 

100% CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTIONCOST SAVING  

OPTIMISED SOLUTION 
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CONTACT US

+91-22-28598478 / 28564269            +91-9820589554  

fitrightindia@gmail.com   +91-9820589554
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FIT-RIGHT STORAGE SYSTEMS  

H.O. - 209-A , C-WING , 2ND FLOOR GOKUL IND.ESATE , SAGBAUG ,  
MAROL CO-OP IND AREA , ANDHERI EAST , MUMBAI - 400059  

WAREHOUSE - C/O- TANAY LOGISTICS SERVICES, BHUMI WORLD BLDG 
NO C-10 GALA NO 7, PIMPLAS VILLAGE, MUMBAI NASHIK HIGHWAY , 

NEAR KALYAN NAKA PIMPLAS, BHIWANDI 421302 
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